Vertical Blinds

Westral Vertical Blinds, with so many
colours and fabrics to choose from Westral
Vertical Blinds offer a modern and sleek window
covering suitable for any room in the house. They are
very popular on sliding doors. Simple control options
allow you to easily tilt the blades to allow light to enter but
keep the direct sun out or stack the blades in the centre, each
side or all to one side.
Moisture resistant bottom weights and chains which have integrated
step-on protection chain which easily clips on again, chainless bottom
weights and sewn-in bottom weights, so many options to suit your
requirements.
Huge Choice of Fabrics including blockout and translucent, stripes, patterns
plus a wide variety of colours and textures to suit your decor.

Minimum side light-gap at the control end. Controls can be wand or cord and come with child safety
systems as standard. All supported by sturdy brackets.
Choice of Slat widths to suit your situation, 63mm, 89mm, 100mm and 127mm.
Sloping Windows, either top or bottom slopping, can be catered for to give you a unique covering for that
awkward window.
Westral Vertical Blinds are custom made right here in Western Australia using fabrics and components to suit the harsh
WA weather.

Vertical Blinds

WESTRAL’S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
With the same WA ownership since
it commenced operations in 1973,
Westral looks after your investment
with a full warranty against faulty
products, irrespective of age,
conditions apply.
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Matching Pelmets available to give the Westral Verticals a more finished look.
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Three Tracking Systems available allowing you the choice to suit your budget. There are stack
release options so that window cleaning is made easier plus easy remove and replace carrier hooks
in case of an accident. Slim stacking of the louvres for maximum view when the blind is stacked back.
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North: Showroom: 79 Erindale Rd, Balcatta
South: Showroom & Factory: 149 Bannister Rd, Canning Vale

9455 1555

sales@westral.com.au

www.westral.com.au

